ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
where E is the emission rate per unit length, u s the dispersive velocity scale, W is the urban 114 canyon width, C b is the urban background concentration.
115
Assuming that air speed fluctuations caused by vehicles circulation contribute to air pollutants 116 dilution within an urban canyon in an additive form to those resulting from the atmospheric 117 processes determined by the wind, it is possible to define a dispersive velocity scale (Kastner- and dispersed mainly by the main vortex generated within the urban canyon and the traffic-
131
induced turbulence contribution can be considered negligible.
132
In order to determine parameters a and b, data from air quality measurement campaigns in 
where ST is the angle between the North and the street axis to the right of the receptor (when 143 facing the street, looking towards the opposite path) (see Fig. 1 ).
144
The data of the four canyons are used to calculate parameters a and b, and the results were 
where n v is the traffic density expressed in km. The analysis of the statistical measures is done for the four wind direction conditions and 204 Table 1 presents the results. SEUS shows the best performance of the four statistical measures for 205 leeward conditions. Under windward and parallel conditions STREET has the minimum Bias and
SEUS the second best Bias, while STREET-BOX has the minimum Bias for the whole data set.
207
SEUS has the best NMSE for the four wind direction conditions and the best FA2 in all but 208 parallel wind condition in which is the second best.
209
The dispersion of pollutants within street canyons is influenced by turbulent processes which 210 strongly depend on wind speed. Therefore, the models performance is also analyzed considering 211 weak winds (U ≤ 2 ms -1
) and strong winds (U > 2 ms -1 ), and speeds, SEUS gives the best statistical indicators in comparison to the other models (Table 2   216 shows the highest FA2 and the lowest FB, NMSE and BIAS). STREET and the average of SEUS, OSPM and AEOLIUSF. A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 25 
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